Introduction and basic concepts
• If you’re a computational scientist or engineer for whom fast isn’t fast enough and need
more speed to tackle larger computations, then you’re searching for parallel computing
which is a proven way to get higher performance from a collection of CPUs instead of
waiting for CPUs to get faster.
• So what’s parallel computing… simply it’s the use of a parallel computers to reduce the
time needed to solve a computational problem. This is done by splitting the computation
into several subcomputations and solve them concurrently and compile the results at
the end.

•

•

We will define more terms… parallel computer and parallel programming. Parallel
computer is a multiprocessor computer system supporting parallel programming. And
we will see the different types of the parallel computers later in these slides. Parallel
programming is explicitly indicating how different portions of the computation may be
executed in parallel by different CPUs.
And of course, it’s the responsibility of the programmers as well as the compilers to
identify operations that may be executed in parallel.

Parallel Architectures
• Before we start discussing various parallel architectures, it’s important to realize that
you, as a programmer, have nothing to do with these facts except to learn it very well to
enhance the way you write your code and gain maximum benefit from the underlying
infrastructure. For example, you have nothing to do with the existing interconnection
between computenodes, but misusing its features will affect the performance of your
program dramatically. So, it may seem to be very low level details, but you have to take
care of it to gain maximum benefit from the machine you’re using.
• Interconnection Networks –shared media: allows only one message to be sent at time. A
CPU listens until the medium is clear and then it broadcasts its message. Each CPU
only listens and receives its own message. If 2 CPUs send at the same time, the messages
are discarded.

•

Interconnection Networks –switched media: the switched media, on the other hand, supports
pointtopoint communication between pairs of CPUs as it offers a communication path for
each CPU… and as a result, CPUs can send concurrently without destroying the messages of
each other.

•

Interconnection Networks –switched network topologies: a quick look at the switched network
topologies. There two types. Direct and indirect. The direct topology is a onetoone mapping
between switch nodes and CPUs, meaning that messages make only one hop to reach their
destination. On the contrary, indirect topology is greater than 1:1, so messages make more than
one hop to reach their destination. Obviously, if you have an indirect topology then you should
reduce the communication between nodes as it becomes more costly in terms of time.

•

Processor Array: is a set of identical, synchronized processing elements capable of
simultaneously performing the same operation on different data. One key motivation for
constructing processor arrays, was that observation that a large fraction of scientific
computations are data parallel, which means that you need to do the same computation on
different parts of the data. One of the famous and modern examples of processor arrays are the
GPUs. Processor arrays have several shortcomings that make them unattractive as general
purpose parallel computers. First, although large fraction of scientific computations are data
parallel, not all problems map into this model. Second, processor arrays can execute only a
single instruction at a time, which results in degrading the performance when program enters
conditionally executed parallel code.

•

Multiprocessors: is a multipleCPU computer with shared memory on which the same address
on different CPUs refers to the same memory location. There are two fundamental type of multi
processors, centralized, in which main memory is in one place, and distributed, in which main
memory is distributed among CPUs.

•

Let’s have a closer look at the these two fundamental types. Here we can see the centralized
multiprocessor. Each CPU has its own cache memory, which helps reducing the waiting for
data/instruction fetching from main memory. The CPUs are attached to a bus and shares the
primary memory, so all memory is in one place and has the same access time from all CPUS,
and that’s why we call this model uniform memory access or symmetric multiprocessor. We
have to keep in mind that the bus bandwidth will always limit the number of CPUs that can be
used.

•

On the contrary, in the distributed multiprocessor model, the primary memory is distributed
among the CPUs, where local memory access is much faster than nonlocal memory access, and
that’s why it’s called non uniform memory access. It’s obvious here that CPUs doesn’t have one
physical address space, but a collection of memories that form one logical address space, in
which the same address on different CPUs refers to the same physical memory location. Since it
is possible to distribute instructions and data among memory units so that most of the
references are between a CPU and its local memory, then we can have higher processor counts.
Also, each CPU has its own cache memory, for the same reason stated before.

•

Multicomputers: is much simple in its architecture than distributed multiprocessors. It has
disjoint local address space, where each CPU has direct access to its local memory only and
the same address on different CPUs refers to different physical memory locations. CPUs
interact with each other by passing messages.

•

Flynn’s Taxonomy: is the bestknown classification scheme for parallel computers, in
which a computer’s category depends on the parallelism it exhibits in its instruction
stream and data stream. There are four categories in this taxonomy.

•

The SISD category refers to single instruction stream and single data stream.
Uniprocessors fall into this category. The SIMD category refers to single instruction
stream and multiple data streams. Processor arrays fall into this category.

•

The MISD category refers to multiple instruction stream and single data stream. Many
of us might not be familiar with this type of computers. It can be best described as a
pipeline of multiple independent CPUs operating on a single data stream, forwarding
the result from one CPU to the next. Digital signal processors fall into this category.
Finally, the MIMD category refers to multiple instruction stream and multiple data
stream. Multiprocessors and Multicomputers fall into this category.

Parallel Algorithm Design
• Now we have seen a variety of parallel architecture, so it’s time to start designing
parallel programs that will run on these parallel computers. The methodology described
here is based on the task/channel model described by Ian Foster. First, we will define the
task/channel model and then we will dwell into the details of Foster’s methodology.

•

Task/Channel model: here we say, the task/channel model represents a parallel
computation as a set of tasks that may interact with each other by sending/receiving
messages through channels. And to be clear, a task is a program, its local memory and a
collection of I/O ports, and the channel is the message queue that connects the output of
a task to the input of another one.

•

The receiving task waits until data is available, which means that it is blocked until it
receives data. And we call this synchronous communication. On the other hand, the
sending task never blocks even if the sent message has not been received, and we call
this asynchronous communication.

•

Now we are ready to discuss Foster’s design methodology. In brief, it is a four step
process for designing parallel algorithm. First, we start by partitioning the problem into
subproblems, then we determine the communication pattern between these sub
problems, after which we group some problems to eliminate communication overhead,
and finally we map the final set of problems onto processors.

•

Partitioning: is the process of dividing the computation/data into pieces. There are two
types, domain decomposition and functional decomposition. Domain decomposition
divides the data into pieces and then determines how to associate computation with
data, while functional decomposition first divides computations into pieces and then
determines how to associate data with computations. Usually the functional
decomposition yields a collection of tasks that achieve concurrency via pipelining,
where the upper limit of parallelism is the number of primitive tasks that can be
executed concurrently.

•

Communication: after we have identified the primitive tasks, the next step is to
determine the communication pattern between them. There are also two types of
communication, local and global. Local here means that a task needs values from a
small number of other tasks to perform a computation. And global means a significant
number of tasks contribute data to perform a computation. And here are some
guidelines to follow: “read from the slides”

•

Agglomeration: the third step in foster’s methodology is agglomeration where tasks are
grouped into larger tasks to reduce communication overhead. It can be achieved in two
ways, either by combining tasks to eliminate communication and increase locality of
data, or by combining groups of sending and receiving tasks to reduce the number of
messages being sent and consequently reduce the message latency.

•

Finally, we map the agglomerated tasks onto CPUs. May be it’s a good time here to
define CPU utilization, which is the average percentage of time at which CPUs are
executing tasks necessary for the solution. It’s maximized when computation is evenly
balanced. Here it worth to remind you that communication increases when two tasks
connected by a channel are mapped onto different CPUs. Unfortunately, maximizing
CPU utilization and minimizing communication are conflicting goals. So finding an
optimal solution to the mapping problem is considered an NPhard but heuristics can
always do a good job of mapping. “read from the slides”

MessagePassing Programming
• We are not going to discuss much information here as there will be separate sessions for
Messagepassing programming. We will have only a quick overview to get the drift of the
idea behind message passing.
• The messagepassing model is very similar to the task/channel model. Here the process
is the task and the interconnection is the implicit channel between every two processes.
The number of processes remains constant throughout the whole execution time. Each
process executes the same program, but because each process has a unique ID, they may
follow different execution paths. Also, it is important to note that the processes pass
messages to communicate and synchronize with each other.
• Messagepassing interface: “read from the slides”
SharedMemory Programming
• We are not going to discuss much information here as there will be separate sessions for
sharedmemory programming. We will have only a quick overview to get the drift of the idea
behind shared memory.
• “read from the slides”
Combining MPIOpenMP
• “read from the slides”

